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About This Game

Broken Blue is a Puzzle Solving VR Game that utilizes an innovative interface to allow the player to traverse and explore the
game’s content. In Broken Blue the player assumes the role of “Blue” an AI who’s program and systems have become broken

down by the flow of time. Blue is supposed to be the guardian of a mountain machine and the protector of the monkey monks
who dwell there. Follow Blue and their guide “The Caretaker” through a series of puzzles to repair Blue’s systems and restore

Blue’s Consciousness to full functionality.
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At first, I thought I would hate this game. After playing the first and the second one, I fell in love with this series. When I
started up this one I thought it would be even better but my first playthrough was rougher that I would have liked but after a
second playthrough I started to really enjoy it. The game takes away erranty which is a bit sad but adds three yearly festival
spread throughout the year and a friendship mechanic.

If this is your first princess maker game I wouldn't reccomend it, since this is a rougher way to enter the series. The easiest one
to start with is the second one, but if you're fine with things starting slower than usual I high reccomend this. Tron meets
Captain America. I just wish there was a global leaderboard so I could see how I match up.... I really wanted to like this game,
the concept is really cool a kind of rpg dungeon crawler where you develop your town. But it just falls short... well everywhere.

- UI is ugly and very unintuitive
- The fact that you cant even target anything its just a straight out brawl, left guys attack the left side right guys attack the right
side, there are no tactics. You cant even attack the back row for a penalty although your enemy can attack your back row just
fine.
- The quests feel really aimless all the dungeons are unique but its all kinda the same there is no skill involvd in this game its just
a grind fest to get better levels then your enemy.

Even on sale for $4 i cant really reccomend this unless you really like mindless grinding. In which case this is the game for you!.
Brilliant addition to the game! Well done modders!. People keep crying over and over again about game going to epic store
before release.
But its fun to read these reviews and play the game through steam.. Abandonware. Avoid.
12 bucks for a 15 minute game is ludicrous. It looks pretty, but after a short 15 minute "story" there is very little to do. you can
fly around aimlessly and shoot endless respawning shapes forever, but that gets boring after 10 minutes. with regular updates
and an actual game to go with this pretty visualiser, it might be worth $5, but at $12 for a project that hasnt been updeated in
over a year I say avoid.. Its a funny little game.
I love simulator games, even the japanese sims like Densha de go.
And even if you dont speak japanese it is simple to understand and its fun.
There is also a small guide in english on pdf..
Too sad it is a little bit too short.
You only get 2 trains and 3 small 1 Station Routes.
So i bought it while sale.

I want to see more.

Update:
A new Stage was coming after the last update.. So when it asks if I recommend this game, I give it a big YES! The game,
although not a full 10/10, was beautiful. If I were to rank it, it'd be somewhere around a 8.5/10. I haven't gone through all
available routes yet, but I have finished one. After I write this, I begin the next.
What are my reasons for this not 10/10 review? Well, for the most part, I don't know if they were my fault or the games. Give
them a pinch of salt, as only one I can verify is not my fault.
 The first is that it has a tendency to lag (this could be my computer, as it is a toster). Due to this, I had to go back to an old save
file about three times because I accidentally skipped a few cutscenes. I think this was my fault, for the most part.
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 The next is that there was one point, I won't say quite where because I don't want to spoil much. Surmize it to say, it was around
the place where you make the weird rainbow alcohal drink. Due to the lack of a fanbase making guides, I could never figure out
how to get past this part and subsiquently had to restart. I checked in every place multipal times for something new, but once I
turned on the power in the house, I was completely stumpped. This is most likely my own dumb fault but a good .5 hrs I have on
this game were just me trying to get unstuck. I suppose the way to fix this would have been to make the path forward a bit more
clear?
The third and final one is the only one I can confirm was not my complete fault. When I was playing, if I did not tab out of the
window from the pause menu, the game sort of froze? I can't describe it as frozen because the screen I would be stuck on would
still play ambient animations and music. The problem would lie in the fact that I couldn't click anything, move the screen (if that
picture was movable), and pressing P would do nothing. If anyone else experiences this problem, it can easily be fixed. While in
this state, you can still pause the game. Do this, then save the game. Return to the main menu, then load the save again. It
worked every time I did this.

Now you may think that, with all of this negativity I just let out, this game must be terrible. Problem with that is, you would be
increddibly wrong! Despite these hiccups, I could return to where I was and enjoy the game. So what's its draw then? Why, oh
why, did I keep playing after I screwed myself over and got stuck? Well, to put it simply, the world and story draw you in.
 For one, the graffics are stunning. Each area could be screenshotted and used as a desktop background or hung on a wall. I'm no
furry, but I loved the anthro characters. They were visually pleasing and frankly adorable.
 Which brings me to two. The characters, though some you only share a few lines of dialogue with, feel real and like people you
would want to meet IRL. Well, for the most part. Roui is a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ but a realistic feeling♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Each design is
original and even background people you never talk with get charming and original designs. The Vegilamb in particular made
me laugh.
 Number three is the impressive amount of clickable things and how much though was put into the characters commenting on
them. This may be only a small detail, but there's so many things that don't technically effect the story that you can click. They
add to the atmosphere and even short comments build the world. I can only assume they spent a considerable amount of time on
these random things that don't matter in the long run but liven up the world. You wana read that book? Go ahead! You wana
look at that dog? Roui makes a snarky comment. You wana look at the barista at the coffee place? Roui is too much of a
dumbbutt to actually talk to her but hell, he'll comment that she works the day shift.
 I suppse this 3.5 because it's similar to 3. Characters in this game have similarly detailed branching paths of conversation.
Really, it's impressive.
 Four is a simple comment on the suspense and drama of the game. The story drives it home well and there were several times I
had my mouth hanging open in shock.
 And finally five, my last comment. Truely the story is the big draw. I saw another review that said that if you're looking for a
difficult point and click game, this isn't it. If you're looking for a story driven, beautiful world to explore at your own pace,
however, this is it. I completely agree. The story and lore are deep and interesting. They suck you in like a vacume and trap you
there.
 Now this is only chapter 1. If you're looking at it by hours, assuming you only go along one path, it's about 2.5 dollars per hour.
(Unless you're like me and got it on sale) I don't like looking at that though, because honestly it is worth the money to play the
game. The quality and time put into this charmer is well worth it.

Also the main character is lovable and a total nerd. He is a gud boi and I love him.
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After 5 minutes I have already headache. ;). Kinda had an idea of what to expect going in but was pretty dissapointed. The game
is pretty trial and error but it's extremely short length makes up for that. The artwork itself is probably the best part of the game
as it's really nice to look at but I think my favorite part of the game was taking a tally of all the times the broken english props
up throughout.

Admittedly I thought I would kind of enjoyed the story but honestly it's the worst part of the game since when it bottles down to
it  you're just collecting ingredients to eventually drug a woman into having sex with you as the end goal. 

I'd really only recommend this if you're looking for a quick game to 100% or if you're a fan of anime like art.. Helps set the
mood. Perfect for relaxing. Magic muffins optional.. At first I thought "This reminds me of the 'old times' :D " but after playing
few missions It got boring and suddenly the difficulty level jumped up a multitude of time. The game seems as if the quality
insurance manager was on vacation.
Do yourself a favour and learn from other people's failure. STAY AWAY FROM THIS GAME!!!. Cannot UPGRADE this
version just buy it from Acostica. Cute little Lemmings-like game. The art\/music\/sound were very well done, and there was a
lot of humor in some of the levels\/situations that was amusing.

The levels are extremely easy to solve -- the difficulty level would be appropriate for a 10 or 11 year old though (my 12yo isn't
into these kinds of games, but was happy to sit next to me and offer possible solutions).

The one thing I did not like about the game was the star\/puzzle piece mechanic. On each level are 3 stars and occasionally a
puzzle piece hidden somewhere that the player has to find (technically, you could ignore this, but you need the stars to unlock
outfits and the puzzle pieces to, well, solve the puzzle).

The problem is that for almost all of the levels, the stars\/puzzle pieces are designed so that they blend into the background so
this part of the game becomes "methodically search in a vertical pattern for anomalous objects."

On a few of the levels, the puzzle pieces\/stars are hidden behind objects that you have to activate, which made a lot more sense
and felt like it was actually part of the game. The "find the hidden object" portion felt divorced from the rest of the gameplay.

All-in-all, though, totally worth it for $5 if you like these kind of games and don't mind the low difficulty level.
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